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Hi There,
Welcome to the newsletter! Melody is happy to share all the latest news and updates.

DISCOVER BOOKS

So What Do We Share?

Sharing News

Meet Melody!
Okay so we done the greeting and meet.
But what do we know about our author?
Well here she is:

I live near Winchester UK. That's pretty much
the biggest city where I am. I grew up as the
middle child. Yes, the middle child syndrome is
real, haha! I am blissful married. Romance
stories has surrounded me, from Jane Austen,
Bronte Sisters and Catherine Cookson novels
growing up, to every day author I read. Being a
dyslexic is hard. Much a fan of delete button
when I have to re-correct myself. I was
diagnosed in University. This shocked my family
and myself as we barely noticed how much I
struggled. So thank you, bigass dissertation! If
anyone wrote one of those, I feel your pain. I
suppose I must of enjoyed it though, as now my
passion for writing went into hyperdrive
afterwards! To all the Specialist Tutors in my
dyslexic moments, thank you for the skills and
tools I use to this day now.
Want to know more? Ask a question, don't
be shy!

Exclusive Previews!

Oh My Gosh!
Melody will be sharing exclusive previews
to you rst. Next newsletter, would be
sharing behind-the-scenes of
Butterscotch. Need to ask a question,
check out FAQs.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Upcoming Events
Want to see what is happening? Melody
will share her calendar! From Upcoming
Book Dates, Book Tours, Interviews and
More!

Missed the Last Newsletter?

No Problem!
Melody has an Archive!

SHARE ON FACEBOOK

SHARE ON TWITTER
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